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CHAIR'S
MESSAGE

On behalf of the HRSA Board, I am pleased
to present the Harness Racing South
Australia Ltd annual report for the 21
season. It is my first report as your Chair,
and it gives me great pleasure to be able to
commend the HRSA executive for delivering
some outstanding results despite an
extremely difficult year. Through my
participation in the Board over the last two
years, I have been constantly impressed
with the resilience and initiative shown by
our members, and whilst our growth has
been less than we would desire, our results
are underpinned by our passion,
determination and grit.

During the first half of 2021, the industry
was faced with a raft of flow-on effects due
to the ongoing global pandemic. Financial
performance of the organisation was
sluggish and declining due to poor
participation, restricted access and
impacted horse population issues. Our
clubs in the South-East of the state were
especially hard hit, with ongoing VIC and
NSW lockdowns closing services and

 creating additional barriers to progress. In the
face of these hardships, I believe that it has
been the tenacity and strength of our people
that has enabled us to achieve positive industry
and financial outcomes in such dire
circumstances. 

The financial results for the industry, contained
within this publication, demonstrate the hard
work, innovation and creativity of our executive
staff – particularly our CEO, Ross Neal, who
renegotiated terms with major partners
resulting in higher returns for the industry as a
whole. Additionally, the rationalisation of stake
money across the state, which is due to be
implemented on November 1st, will enable
more equitable division of prize money and
allow HRSA to start future sustainability
planning for the industry. This major change
was a direct result of excellent collaboration
and planning by the major stakeholders and
the executive.

Ongoing financial discipline will be key as we
move to expand our strategic plan from 2022,
and the appointment of new Financial Director
Heath Pocock will complement the work of the
Chief Financial Officer, John Read. Continued
work with David Trimm, from third-party
auditor Hall Chadwick, will ensure continued,
sustainable financial success into the future. 
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Over the past year significant work has gone
into addressing welfare, strategic and
organisational challenges – the re-instatement
of the Industry Advisory Committee (IAC) under
Director Scott Barclay, specialised committees
of action (Welfare and Integrity, Finance and
Wagering, and Risk and Governance
Committees) and the elevation of BOTRA to
provide membership consultation and
feedback, have allowed participants to have
more say than ever in their industry. This has
also enabled more transparent
communication, and the rebuilding of trust and
integrity within the industry. 

We have again highlighted our commitment to
animal and participant welfare, and this will be
a key tenet moving forwards into the 2022 
 Strategic Plan. I am excited to announce new
initiatives for 2022 that represent our desire to
give back to the industry, protect our animals
and support our people.

Four Directors have been appointed to the
Board during the course of 2021. John Levy
was appointed for a short-term vacancy and
his experience, skills and legal expertise were
invaluable in maintaining industry stability
throughout hardships in the year. I’d like to
take this opportunity to publicly thank John for
his dedication, time and efforts during a
tumultuous period.

Carlo D'Ortenzio, Sharon Cimarosti and Heath
Pocock also joined the Board for the first time,
taking up their roles with effect November
2021. 

George Fiacchi, our former Chair, left the
Board in July 2021 and we thank him for his
service and efforts during his tenure. James
Black and Nicolle Rantanen-Reynolds,
having just joined the Board in November
2020, also left the Board during 2021. We
thank them for their contributions during
their brief time on the Board. 

Chief Executive Officer, Ross Neal, who has
led our operations since 2018, also departs
in November 2021. His work for the
industry over the past 4 years has been
relentless and dedicated – we sincerely
thank him for all he has done. His
replacement, Dean Elliott, is already well
underway with a handover and ensuring a
seamless transition. His review and
rejuvenation of the management team at
HRSA, in collaboration with the Board, will
continue and we envision will be completed
by April 2022.

For 2022, and beyond, the Board is focused
on the sustainable growth of our industry,
energising participants, growing
participation and delivering a consistent
and reliable product. I thank my fellow
Board Colleagues, the executive leadership
team and all of our participants for their
ongoing support of our industry and look
forwards to continuing our journey in 2022.

Emma Grigson
Chair
HRSA
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OUTGOING 
CEO'S MESSAGE
It is again my pleasure to submit my annual report to the HRSA membership.

 The 2020-21 financial year, like many recently
has again bought its share of challenges.

Repelling the consequences of Covid-19 and
being able to race, practically uninterrupted,
throughout the pandemic has been a massive
positive for harness racing in SA. 
Much credit for being able to achieve this
outcome laying squarely at the feet of the
participants, who, almost without exception,
rose to the challenges faced and acted with
total professionalism. As without such an
approach and without adherence to health and
state requirements, we would have fallen at
some point and had to cease racing.

While Covid has presented its challenges, so to
have many other factors influenced the
industry over the past twelve months. The most
significant of these being- diminished horse
and trainer numbers (nationally, and not just in
SA), lack of governmental support for racing in
SA, and finally friction between individuals
governing the sport at club level in SA.
This friction is not helpful, because the industry
faces enough challenges without some of those
involved pursing their own agendas at the
expense of the greater good.

On the matter of State Government support it
is clear that when compared to our
counterparts in other states, the racing industry
in SA is the poor relation. Two decades of
effectively nothing more than tacit support has
resulted in the SA racing codes losing relativity
will all other states. This lack of state
Government investment in racing taking its toll,
and severely compromising growth, let alone
managing to retain the status quo.  
SA Harness racing has been a victim of
governmental absence and consequently the
industry has declined.

Clubs
One of the changes introduced to the racing
programme during the year was the
combined Mount Gambier/Port Pirie dual
meeting initiative. These race meetings,
under the umbrella of `South Australia’
were a completely new concept, not seen in
Australia previously.  And while the initiative
initially had its detractors, the outcome was
that the meetings were a success and
provided much need opportunities for the
Mount Gambier and Port Pirie participants.
I would like to thank both clubs for the
enthusiasm shown in embracing and
promoting the concept.

I would also like to thank all other clubs for
their continued input into the SA harness
racing fabric. The meetings conducted at
Victor Harbor, Kapunda and Gawler were all
outstanding successes which is a credit to
the committees that make the meetings
attractive to their local populations.

I would also like to comment on the
Strathalbyn club and committee who
worked tirelessly to put on a race meeting at
their venue, only to be disappointed through
a lack of trainer support for the meeting. 
This aspect of our industry is disappointing
and the short-sightedness of many trainers
choosing not to race beyond their field of
vision, is detrimental and demonstrates a
lack solidarity required if harness racing is to
retain a state wide presence



Finance

The 2021 financial year was financially
challenging in many ways. The increasing
offerings on sport provided by all
bookmakers is challenging racings hold on
the wagering spend, with sports, once
unheralded, now attracting significant
interest from those once loyal to horse
racing, and in particular harness racing.

Another change seen in the overall
wagering dynamic is the expanding
dominance of the major corporate players
at the expense of the TAB and pari-mutual
wagering. Moving forward the larger
corporates are only going to grow their
standing in the overall wagering landscape
and as such it is important that our industry
strongly aligns with those providing the
greatest gain for harness racing in SA.

One of the achievements of FY21 has been
HRSA’s ability to return in excess of 70% of
net wagering returns back to the industry by
way of stake money and bonusses. This
ratio represents absolute industry best
practice, with other codes and jurisdictions
struggling to return in excess of 50% NWR
to its participants.

However, such generosities come at a cost,
as while monies have been applied to meet
stakemoney demands, the consequence
has been that there has been very little left
to fund other important industry initiatives
such as welfare, training/development and
club infrastructure requirements.

In future the industry needs to reset its
expectations with respect to how much
should be applied to stakes to provide for
other much needed industry
requirements.

Racing

The biggest change in the racing sector
this year came with the alignment of the
racing season to the calendar year.
This change was significant and resulted in
obvious changes to our racing calendar. 

I believe the changes made have assisted
harness racing immensely as we can now
conduct many more of our feature races
when the weather is much more
conducive to gaining greater exposure to
not only the public but wagering
population alike. 

Acknowledgements

I would like to sincerely like to thank all the
team at HRSA for all their commitment
and contributions during the year. 

As an organisation we faced many
challenges and everyone at HRSA has
risen to the task and exceeded what is
expected of them.
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In Conclusion

This is my last report and as such I would like
to impart my thoughts about where the
industry is headed in coming years.

It is no secret that harness racing in SA faces
serious challenges, both externally and
internally.

Externally, increasing competition for the
wagering dollar has diminished racings, and
particularly harness racings, returns.
Additionally, an absence of any real State
Government support has put SA behind its
fellow states and codes. This all resulting in
the industry fighting an uphill battle to survive.

However, while these external pressures are
alarming enough, internal bickering’s continue
to plague the industry and detract from the
purposeful goals of growth and sustainability.

For too long there have been those intent on
pursuing personal interests at the expense of
the industry and this must cease if the
industry is truly to move forward.

Additionally, any successful organisation must,
as an imperative, have a proverbial flagship
that both represents the industry but
importantly portrays it as a progressive and
attractive investment.

The challenges for the industry moving
forward will be to reinvigorate the Globe
Derby Park complex, which unfortunately,
does not properly represent harness racing in
South Australia. 

SAHRC management needs to engage
positively with all clubs for the greater
good of harness racing and betterment of
the industry at large.

I would like to thank all those who, during
my time in SA, have remained positive and
who have taken a selfless attitude to
harness racing in the state by looking at
the good that can be achieved.
These people are the real heroes of SA
harness racing and they are to be
applauded. 

Finally, harness racing is experiencing
change like never before, and despite what
many may wish, like `bring back the good
old days’ the realities are that what once
was, is, and will be, no more.

In consequence harness racing needs to
make decisions while at the top of the cliff-
not wait to fall of and then try to pick up
pieces at the bottom. 

We need to remove the barriers and
inhibitions about change and embrace the
environment around us. 
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Ross Neal
Chief Executive Officer

HRSA



CHAIRMAN OF
STEWARDS REPORT
The small team of HRSA Integrity has
provided services to seventy race
meetings in the eight-month reporting
period. I thank our permanent staff of
two being Senior Steward Peter
Lawrence and Cadet Steward Hannah
Matthews for their untiring efforts,
complimented by the casual staff of
Ian Devitt and Simon Ewen in Adelaide
and supported by Paul Fitzgerald and
Patrick Fricker in Port Pirie. Thanks,
also to the many other casual staff
including Dr Roger Haensel our
Industry Veterinary Surgeon and the
casual swabbing staff as well as all
Trial Supervisors for their endeavour
throughout the Season.
COVID 19
Covid continued to test our resources
and provide challenges throughout the
Season.
HRSA were obliged to implement
measures compliant with SA Health
requirements to ensure that harness
racing in South Australia continued. To
all participants who followed our
guidance through this period HRSA
extends its appreciation.
Unfortunately, due to Covid the Mount
Gambier Club experienced reduced
support from cross-border
participants whilst other South
Australian participants experienced
limitations and obstacles in competing 

 

 at Mildura race meetings.
WELFARE
During the Season Stewards
undertook sixty-two formal stable
inspections. Unannounced stable
inspections take on many formats
and staff do not approach all
inspections in the same manner.
However, all inspections seek to
understand what horses are
located on stable properties not
only for verification of stable
return information and
retirements but also from welfare
and bio-security perspectives.
In particular, Stewards also expect
that a completed Logbook is
available at all stables. I cannot
stress enough the importance of
an accurate properly completed
Logbook and the benefit it can be
to a Trainer who faces a
Prohibited substance charge.On
several occasions Stewards have
also undertaken surveillance of
properties on which registered
standardbreds have been located
following complaints from the
public regarding the condition of
horses or about the conditions in
which they are housed. 

 



In this regards HRSA retains
harmonious relations with the RSPCA
and its Lead Inspector so that both
organisations are kept abreast of
matters of interest.
The most relevant aspect of Welfare
continues to be the use of the whip in
our Industry. I would observe that
finally our participants appear to
become more compliant to these
Rules. As use of the whip remains
firmly on the Harness Racing
Australia Agenda and I cannot stress
enough the responsibilities that rest
on all industry participants to ensure
that we meet public expectation in
this regard. 
SAMPLING
Each year the Board provides a
modest budget for Stewards to apply
to a sampling strategy which bests
illustrates that our industry functions
on a “level playing field” and free of
substances prohibited by the
Rules.Whilst the bulk of these funds
are expended on post-race testing
and pre-race testing for TCO2,
Stewards will continue to undertake
various strategies including race
morning stable visits and out of
competition testing to gain the best
value for the Board’s investment.
During the Season two positive post-
race samples were reported. No pre-
race samples exceeded the limit
prescribed by the Rules. In addition,
the HRSA Elevated TCO2 Policy is
intended to place Trainers on notice
that where a horse returns an
unexplained high result 

Trainers will be required to present 
the subject horse for racing four 
hours prior to the advertised starting 
time of the race for which the horse 
is entered.The requirement remains 
in place for four starts. Since 
implementation of the updated Policy 
one horse was identified.
DRIVER TESTING
During the Season testing of Drivers 
occurred randomly at four race 
meetings. For this testing HRSA 
engaged an independent 
professional workplace testing 
organisation to undertake saliva 
testing of Drivers selected 
randomly.no Driver tested positive to 
an illicit substance. It is anticipated 
that that testing for substances 
banned under the Rules as well as 
blood alcohol will continue randomly, 
including at Official Trials.
HRA MEETINGS
HRSA Stewards participated in two 
National Meetings discussing various 
Rules, relevant integrity topics and 
the approval of equipment including 
sulkies and wheels. Due to Covid 
these occurred by Zoom which was a 
different experience.
HRSA POLICIES
During the period several Policies 
have been reviewed and amended 
where necessary. This process will 
remain ongoing. The industry will be 
notified through the BOTRA weekly 
Newsletter of further amendments.

 Graham Loch
Acting Chairman of Stewards
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RACING OPERATIONS
MANAGER MESSAGE
During the 2020-21 Financial Year, 124 TAB
and Sky Racing covered Harness racing
meetings were conducted in South Australia.
Venues which conducted race meetings
during this period were: Globe Derby Park,
Port Pirie, Mount Gambier, Gawler, Kapunda
and Victor Harbor.

Each year brings with it new challenges for the
Racing Office and the 2020-2021 year was no
exception. 

Harness Racing Australia elected to align the
Racing Season with the Calendar Year on a
permanent basis from 2021. Consequently, a
number of feature races were required to
move away from their ‘traditional’ timeslots. In
particular, the scheduling of the juvenile
season required a quite dramatic shift to
accommodate the change to the Racing
Season.

Along with the rest of society, Harness Racing
continued to be affected by the Covid-19
Pandemic. This was most evident for the
Mount Gambier Harness Racing Club, who in
past seasons have heavily relied on interstate
representation to supplement their race
fields. Due to border restrictions this was not
possible and it was evident that conducting
meetings at this venue with sufficient horse
numbers was going to be improbable.

In an attempt to continue to provide regional
SA participants with the opportunity to race,
HRSA approached Tab and Sky Racing with a
concept to conduct a ‘Dual Meeting’. The idea
being that HRSA would conduct a race
meeting under the banner ‘South Australia’
and hold races at two different venues
throughout the meeting, namely Mount
Gambier and Port Pirie. 

Tab and Sky Racing agreed to this request
on trial basis, a first for any racing code in
Australia.
The trial was a success and a total of 16
‘South Australia’ meetings were conducted
in the 2020/2021 Financial year. HRSA
intend to continue with this dual meeting
concept for Mount Gambier and Port Pirie
in the next Financial Year.     

I would like to acknowledge the
outstanding efforts of Racing Operations
Officer Emma Johnson in the Racing Office.
I would also like to thank Carolyn
McCusker for her contribution since
resuming her role at HRSA as Registrations
Officer and more recently Finance Officer.
Carolyn will be concluding her
employment with HRSA at the end of
October 2021 and has been an invaluable
asset to the team. A big thank you goes to
Kathryn Nicolai, who is also retiring in the
near future, along with Leanne Ewen and
the Stewarding department for their
assistance throughout the year.

Finally, I wish to thank Chief Executive
Officer Ross Neal for his continued
support throughout his time at HRSA and
wish him all the best in future endeavours.

RACING

South Australia’s major night of racing on
the calendar was the SA Cup Night,
conducted on April 17 2021.
The 2021 TAB South Australian Pacing Cup
was dominated by Anthony Butt & Sonya
Smith. The pair in partnership trained the
quinella of the race, with Boots Electric NZ
proving victorious over stablemate Perfect
Stride NZ. Anthony also drove the winner
Boots Electric NZ, with Zac Phillips taking
the reins behind Perfect Stride NZ.



Also conducted on the night was the 2021 TAB
South Australian Trotters Cup. Victory in this
race went to The Penny Drops, driven by local
reinsman Mark Billinger for Country Victorian
based trainer Ray Harvey.

 Other features on the night included the SA
BOTRA South Australian Pacing Derby, won by
Aladdin NZ who was trained by former South
Australian based trainer Greg Norman and
driven by Kerryn Manning for local owners the
Cormack brothers. This group of owners were
also the sponsors of the 2yo Kindergarten
Series Final, where victory went to Monsieur
Steel, for the Greg and Ken Rogers
combination.

The Allwood
 Saturday May 15 2021 saw the third running
of ‘The Allwood’, a $100,000 Group 1 event for
2yo horses which were auctioned for sale at
the 2020 Allwood Stud Farm SA Yearling Sale
or were non-sale entries. The Final was won by
Encipher in a mile rate of 1:54.9, the fastest
ever recorded mile rate for a 2yo in South
Australia. Trainer Emma Stewart has now been
the successful trainer in all 3 editions of this
race. Encipher is owned by local
breeder/owner/trainer Tyson Linke and was
driven by former South Australian Kate Gath.

SA BOTRA

 SA BOTRA have once again thrown their
support behind the local Harness Racing
Industry.
 In 2021 SA BOTRA conducted the 2021 SA
Silver Salver Yearling Sale and in doing so have
created two new races on the Calendar in
2022, The Silver Salver SA Sale Finals. 
 In addition, SA BOTRA have continued to
support the industry by way of regular
bonuses on races throughout the state for
every month of the season

Country Cups 
HRSA conducted a number of Country
Pacing Cups during the 2021 season at
various venues. The winners were:
•Gawler – Joes A Character; trained by
Yvette Zitterbart, driven by Danielle Hill.
•Mount Gambier – Highway To Heaven
NZ; trained by Margaret Lee, driven by
Jason Lee.
•Kapunda – Bettorhavtime NZ; trained
by Heather Stevens driven by Wayne
Hill.
•Port Pirie – Ellmers Hoofing It NZ;
trained by Jonathon Kingston-Mayne
and driven by Ken Rogers.
•Victor Harbor – Regal Scribe; trained
by Lance Holberton and driven by
Danielle Hill..

Square Trotters
Trotting races continue to be a regular
at race meetings in South Australia, with
many meetings featuring multiple
trotting events.
Aside from the SA Trotters Cup, the
main features during the year for open
trotters were The Gramel Trotters Cup,
taken out by The Penny Drops for Ray
Harvey and Mark Billinger and The Fred
Jones Trotters Cup, won by Millys Magic
for Claire Goble and David Smith.

A number of Country Trotters Cups
were also conducted throughout the
state in 2021. The winners were:

•Gawler – The Penny Drops, trained by
Ray Harvey, driven by Mark Billinger.
•Mount Gambier – Glorious Finale,
trained by Jim Barker, driven by Jackie
Barker.
•Kapunda – The Paigeboy, trained by
Ingrid Smith, driven by Wayne Hill.
•Port Pirie – Nerveracking; trained by
Jill Neilson and driven by Danielle Hill.
•Victor Harbor – Kitsilano; trained by
Greg Rogers and driven by Ken Rogers.
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Southern Cross

Due to the inability of interstate travel in May 2020 as a result of the Covid-19 Pandemic and
the extension of the racing season from August 31 to December 31, a decision was made to
defer the 2020 Southern Cross Series Finals until December 5 2020. 
Positively, we saw an increase in the number of horse’s competing in the Series from recent
years. As a result, it has been decided to shift the running of future Southern Cross Series
Finals also to December.
It is envisaged that this will give trainers additional time to prepare their horses for the Series
and also conduct the races at a time of year where the likelihood of inclement weather is
reduced.

The winners in 2020 were:

•2YO Pacing Fillies – Treachery, trained by Emma Stewart, driven by Mark Billinger.
•2YO Pacing Colts & Geldings – Artillery, trained by Paul Cavallaro, driven by Mark Billinger.
•3YO Pacing Fillies – Belladonna Girl, trained by Greg Norman, driven by Danielle Hill.
•3YO Pacing Colts & Geldings – Urbadboy, trained by Kelvin Barker, driven by Mark Billinger.
•2YO Trotters – Ten No Spur, trained by Robin Maguire, driven by Ryan Hryhorec.
•3YO Trotters – Powderkeg, trained and driven by Lisa Miles.
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Artillery Belladonna Girl

Ten No Spur Powderkeg



The 2019/20 Horse Of The year awards were held at the Mawson Lakes Hotel &
Function Centre on Friday February 26 2021. Award Winners presented on the night

included:

Leading State Horse: JOES A CHARACTER
Leading Claiming Horse: ALWAYS MY MATE

Leading State Driver: DANIELLE HILL
Leading Young Driver: & Leading Concession Driver: TIANA McMAHON

Leading State Trainer: RYAN HRYHOREC

2019/20 2yo Pacing Filly - DANCING FINN
 2019/20 2yo Pacing Colt/Gelding - ARTILLERY

 2019/20 3yo Pacing Filly - IN SHOOBEES SHOES
 2019/20 3yo Pacing Colt/Gelding -  SIR LUCAS

 2019/20 4yo Pacing Mare - HAVEACHEW
 2019/20 4yo Pacing Entire/Gelding - EMAIN MACHA

 2019/20 2yo Trotter - ALL THAT GLITTERS
 2019/20 3yo Trotter - MILLYS MAGIC

 2019/20 4yo Trotting Mare - KITSILANO
 2019/20 4yo Trotting Entire/Gelding - CHAMPAGNE PRINCE NZ

 Broodmare of the Year - ANNA FINN NZ
 Jim Hurley Medal - RYAN HRYHOREC

 Nevada Smoke Special Achievement Award - WALTER BULYGA
2019/20 Horse of the Year - EMAIN MACHA 

2019/20 HORSE OF THE YEAR

Leading State Driver
Dani Hill

Leading State Trainer
Ryan Hryhorec
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HRSA

OVERVIEW

OUR VISION

OUR PURPOSE

To sustain, improve and grow the industry of Harness Racing
within South Australia

Leadership: To ensure HRSA is the leader of the industry in SA.

Providing member clubs with structure, guidance, leadership and
 clear communication regarding participation in the industry.

To make the sport of harness racing safe inclusive, fair, fun and
rewarding for all.

To ensure the welfare and safety of our Animals and participants
through structured  policy, programs and collaborative initiatives 



OUR VALUES

OUR BELIEF

Sustainable financial management: maintaining and improving
business operations, financial viability and sustainability of the
industry is our priority. We will continue to use best-practice
methods to ensure best results.

Welfare and Integrity: we are committed 
to ensuring the welfare of our animals, participants and staff. We
will not compromise on these standards and will strive to be an
industry leader.

Racing product and infrastructure: we will continue to strive for
ways to improve the industry in SA.

Communication: we make a commitment to be transparent,
honest and collaborative in our communication with the industry

HRSA believes that:
Sport is the foundation of community involvement in Australia and
needs to be supported, sustained and developed

Transparent, honest and collaborative communication is the best
way forward

 The history and traditions of harness racing within SA needs to be
respected through efforts to develop the sport as a sustainable,
future activity
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BOARD MEMBERS

Emma Grigson
 

Term: 1/10/2019 - current

Scott Barclay

Term: 1/10/2018 - current
CHAIR BUSINESS DIRECTOR

John Levy
LEGAL DIRECTOR

Term 1 /7/2021 - 1/11/2021

Carlo D'Ortenzio Sharon Cimarosti Heath Pocock 
BUSINESS DIRECTOR BUSINESS DIRECTOR FINANCIAL DIRECTOR

Term: 1/10/2021 - current Term: 1/10/2021 - currentTerm: 1/10/2021 - current

13 Meetings held since Nov 2020
Emma Grigson...................................13 of 13
Scott Barclay.......................................13 of 13
Nicolle Rantanen................................ 9 of 10
George Fiacchi.................................... 6 of 6
John Levy...............................................6 of 6
James Black......................................... 5  of 5
Ross Neal.............................................. 4 of 4
Marc Taintey......................................... 2 of 3
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HRSA EXECUTIVE

"Dean Elliot comes to us as the Acting CEO with a wealth of industry
knowledge and experience.  His enthusiasm, passion and calm approach will
be a breath of fresh air and heralds a period of rejuvenation for our sport in

SA" - Emma Grigson, Chair

Dean Elliott
Acting CEO

David Thuen
Operations Manager

Graham Loch
Acting Chairman 

of Stewards

Leanne Ewen

Kathryn Nicolai

Emma Johnson

John Read

Peter Lawrence

Hannah Matthews

Executive Assistant Racing Operations
Officer

Steward

Finance Administrator Finance Admin
Officer

Cadet Steward
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SA TRACKS

Mt Gambier

Pt Pirie

Victor Harbor
Strathalbyn

GawlerGlobe Derby
KapundaYorke Peninsula

Whyalla

SA HARNESS RACING CLUB

GAWLER HARNESS RACING CLUB

Globe Derby Drive
Globe Derby Park

Two Wells Road
Buchfelde

STRATHALBYN HARNESS RACING CLUB

PORT PIRIE HARNESS RACING CLUB

KAPUNDA HARNESS RACING CLUB
Hancock Road
Kapunda

The Terrace
Port Pirie

VICTOR HARBOR HARNESS RACING CLUB

Milne Road
Strathalbyn

WHYALLA HARNESS RACING CLUB

Lippizaner Drive
Victor Harbor

YORKE PENINSULA HARNESS RACING CLUB

Anderson Raceway
Whyalla Stuart

Racing held at
Port Pirie

MOUNT GAMBIER HARNESS RACING CLUB
Pick Avenue
Mount Gambier
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CLUB REPORTS
South Australian Harness Racing Club

The covid-19 pandemic has had a significant
impact on both the individual Club operations
and SA harness racing last season. Thankfully
with HRSA’s management and the Club’s
ongoing support regular harness racing was
able to continue at Globe Derby Park even
through periods of heavy restrictions where
generally only essential persons were able to
attend the course at each meeting.

From a Club perspective the COVID-19
restrictions had a disruptive impact on the
licensed operations which has also had a
detrimental effect on revenues obtainable
throughout the previous reporting period.
Whilst SAHRC will be reporting a manageable
negative financial outcome for the 2021FY the
management committee have recently
committed to reinvesting in the Club’s licensed
facilities to improve patronage and generate
increased revenues at the venue highlighted by
a major upgrade of the club’s gaming
operations along with improved and extended
meal services.

The Club’s major night of harness racing was
conducted on April 17 and featured the SA
Pacing Cup, SA Trotting Cup, SA Derby and the
SA Kindergarten Series Final for 2yo pacers. The
SA Pacing Cup was won in dominant fashion by
the NZ bred 4yo gelding Boots Electric, trained
by Anthony Butt and Sonya Smith and
masterfully driven by Anthony himself. The SA
Trotting Cup was won by the Ray Harvey trained
The Penny Drops which was also confidently
driven by Mark Billinger in another dominant
display winning by 19.7 metres. 

Pleasingly on a local note, the SA Pacing Derby
was won comfortably by the Sweet Lou gelding
Aladdin raced by the AB&T Cormack Racing
team, trained by former SAHRC employee Greg
Norman, and well driven by leading
reinswoman Kerryn Manning. In another all-SA
affair, the Kindergarten Series Final was taken
out by the 3yo colt Monsieur Steel raced by the
Steel Boys Syndicate No 2, trained by Greg
Rogers and driven by his son Ken. SAHRC
congratulates all the above connections as well
as the many participants that the supported the
race meeting which collectively produced a
great night of harness racing at Globe Derby
Park. 

On May 15th Globe Derby Park also hosted the
Allwood Final for eligible 2yo pacers from the
2019 Yearling Sale series. The race was taken
out in brilliant style by 2yo filly Encipher owned
and bred by Tyson Linke, trained by the all-
conquering Emma Stewart stable and driven by
another local in SA’s own Kate Gath. Encipher
led all the way from the inside barrier and
paced an outstanding mile rate of 1.54.9 for the
1800 metre trip winning by some 20 metres.

The committee thank all the Club’s Sponsors
and employees for their dedication and support
during these difficult times. The committee also
acknowledge and appreciate the efforts of Lane
Johnson and his ground staff team for
sustaining both the many needs of harness
racing at Globe Derby and the complex in
general.
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The SAHRC Committee and members of the HRSA
Board have worked more closely this year to improve
the relationship between our two bodies. As a result,
terms of a new Race Day Agreement between HRSA
and SAHRC are in the process of being ratified and
SAHRC is committed to a collaborative approach in
addressing the important needs of our industry both
today and into the future. SAHRC appreciates the
open and transparent attitude of the incumbent
HRSA directors regarding important club matters and
we look forward to working with the HRSA Chair
Emma Grigson-Gair and CEO Dean Elliott on the
many issues that continue to challenge the local
industry.

Anne Mowday - SAHRC President

SOUTH AUSTRALIAN HARNESS RACING CLUB cont.
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Gawler Harness Racing Club
As President of the Gawler Harness Racing
Club (GHRC) and on behalf of our
Committee, we wish to report that
financial year 2020/2021 has been
another challenging year within our
Industry of Harness Racing in South
Australia and the world we all currently live
in, with many influences outside and
beyond our control.
The Independent Audit Report, prepared
by MC Chartered Accountants (of which
will be Presented to the GHRC Members at
our AGM on Wednesday 8th December
2021) will show a more comprehensive
statement of our operations.
For the FY 2020/2021 period the Gawler
Harness Racing Club Inc has recorded an
operational loss of $11,279 (compared to
that of $59,265 in FY 2019/2020), before
the Depreciation value of $66,711. This
result again is a reflection of the ongoing
development expenses and restricted
uses of our facility associated with the
Land Management Agreement and Light
Regional Council.

Harness Racing Operations 2020/2021
Our annual Gawler Cup Meeting was held
in March of 2021. Following our usual
debriefing of this meeting, whilst we
believe this day and meeting was very
successful, we will continue to look at ways
further improving the spectacle and
product. These same discussions have
also been had with Ross Neal (HRSA Ltd).
The DF & E Kemp & Son, Gawler Pacing
Cup was won by Joes A Character, Owned,
Bred and Trained by Yvette Zitterbart and
Driven by Danielle Hill.
The Podiatry Care Gawler Hambletonian
Trotters Cup was won by The Penny Drops
Trained by Ray Harvey and Driven by Mark
Billinger.

The Gawler Harness Racing Club continues to
conduct Official Trials on a fortnightly basis.
This service is provided at zero cost to our
Industry. Whilst the essential trial day services
are reimbursed accordingly, there are many
volunteers who regular give their time to
make it all happen and we Thank You all for
your dedication and commitment.
Earlier in 2020, by chance we met with
representation from the Gawler & Barossa
Jockey Club (G&BJC) and the Gawler
Greyhound Racing Club (GGRC) with
preliminary discussion of conducting an event
to be known as the Gawler Carnival of Cups,
where each code will hold their respective
Cup Meeting over the same week enhancing
the Local Community and showcasing
Harness, Thoroughbred and Greyhound
Racing Premier events along with other
numerous social activities.
It was originally proposed to conduct this
Carnival in October of 2020, however with the
intervention COVID-19, this was shelved for
another twelve months.
We are very excited to join forces the G&BJC
and the GGRC to present the Gawler Carnival
of Cups in October 2021. Relative information
and proposals have been forwarded to Ross
Neal and David Thuen (HRSA Ltd). We look
forward to working with HRSA to further
promote this Carnival and our product of
Harness Racing.
The concept of the 2022 Gawler Cup, future
Race Meetings and the Gawler Carnival of
Cups, continue to be discussed on a regular
basis, with many ideas and thoughts tabled.
The GHRC Committee will continue to “look
outside of the square” to have a greater
presence within our community.
We also acknowledge, HRSA Ltd and
associated staff for their continued support
and co-operation.
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Committee
I take this opportunity to thank Phil Houston
(Vice President), Garry Connor (Secretary), and
fellow Committee Members Kaye Halliday,
Pauline Munro,
Bill Cormack, Gary Fryar, Ray Goble, Jeremy Seal
(and importantly their partners), for the service
that they afforded the Membership of the
Gawler Harness Racing Club and Industry
during season 2020/2021.
Their support and commitment to our
community is unquestionable.
We also acknowledge the outstanding effort by
our Book Keeper Jill Marchant.
In Conclusion
The Committee of the Gawler Harness Racing
Club Inc. continues to believe in the objectives
of the Gawler Trotting / Harness Racing Club
Constitution adopted on
6th October 1937 and we are proud to be part
of what they stand for.
We firmly believe the Gawler Harness Racing
Club has outstanding vision and importantly
places high values and emphasis on our
Industry and its future.
With a number of projects now completed,
“smaller goals have now become bigger targets”
with the removal of the LMA, our dreams and
hard work are now a reality. The “joining of all
the dots” that we have previously mentioned
are almost aligned.
As explained in previous Presidents Reports,
only those close to us, to include Family, and
fellow Committee Persons, would understand
what commitment has been made to wellbeing
and development of our Club and the
associated processes involved. We are proud of
what we have achieved through adversity.
Importantly what we have presented to the
Membership has been done by dedicated and
passionate Community Members.

PETER BAIN - President GHRC

Gawler Harness Racing Club
Development
As with the Presidents Report for the
previous eleven years that I have delivered, at
no stage has the current Committee shifted
focus on the motion voted unanimously
upon following the announcement of the
compulsory acquisition of our former
property in late November and December of
2006. That was “to find a suitable parcel of
land to purchase, in the close proximity of
our then grounds (at Weaver Road, Gawler
West) with the intention to establish a
training facility and the view of some day
possibly recommencing our Racing and other
associated operations as they were at our old
location”.

In March of 2021 the document known as
The LMA – (Land Management Agreement)
was removed by The Light Regional Council,
which was a significant milestone in allowing
more regular Harness Racing Meeting to be
conducted at our facility in future without
restrictions.

Further developments include the
construction of a Race Day Officials Tower
and two Stewards Boxes/Platforms which
have been approved as part of the State
Government Infrastructure Grants Funding.
Preliminary concepts and plans have also
been tabled as part of the need for extra
race day stalls, (extensions to our current
barn) to include Veterinary and swabbing box
with washdown bays. These projects are also
part of the above-mentioned funding.
Ross Neal (HRSA Ltd) has again and further
advised that negotiations with Sky Channel
and Tabcorp regarding the necessary
requirements for the appropriate DVN Link
and telecommunications are continuing for
installation prior to more regular scheduled
race meetings.
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Kapunda Harness Racing Club
Our club arrives at this Annual General
Meeting in good shape.

 Financially, the club is doing as well as ever,
having conducted an extremely successful
swap meet in May and a few days ago our
hugely popular rodeo. Both of these events
are now established on the calendar for
many people.

With the funds raised, we have made
numerous improvements to our facility.
These include new flooring in the bar and
dining area, LED lighting being gradually
installed throughout, improvements in the
kitchen and repainting of the horse stalls
area.

In addition, the club purchased a new and
much better water truck from its own
resources. As with the aforementioned
improvements, this will allow the club to
broaden its scope of hireability. 

The water truck not only services race
meetings, it also allows us to host the SA
Vintage Speedcar Association. This group
hires the track for “test and tune” events,
but the track needs watering prior.

Increasing our revenue streams through
hiring is vital to the survival of the club and the
committee is constantly on the look out for
new events and potential hirers to serve this
aim. The hard work of the committee to
generate and maintain these outside incomes
is why the club is in such a good fiscal
position.
 It would be no surprise though to anyone,
that it would seem a lot of work to maintain
the club to simply run one race meeting a
year, as has been the case for the past two
seasons.

Whilst COVID had an impact, the lack of a
fibre-optic cable link to the track impedes our
ability to conduct more race meetings. The
club has made informal enquiries as to
costings on a connection and may seek
administrative assistance of HRSA in the near
future to support the push.

 In the meantime, the club is working towards
turning the Kapunda Cup Day into an event
similar in style to Balaklava Racing Club’s cup
day. This means marquees, colour, patrons
dressing in their finest, etc. The aim is to bring
something to SA harness racing which we
don’t currently have and which it desperately
needs – particularly in the face of so much
negative press the industry has received.
 HRSA directors can be assured that Kapunda
Harness Racing Club is up for the fight to
maintain and build harness racing in SA.

STEPHEN NORMAN - President KHRC
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Mount Gambier Harness Racing Club

 

I present the Presidents Report of the Mount
Gambier Harness Racing Club sharing some
of the highlights and successes during the
2020/21 season.

 

The Mount Gambier Club conducted 17 race
meetings during the 2020/21 racing season, 
 in conjunction with the Port Pirie racing club.
This was a first for harness racing in our state.
Without running the dual race meetings, we
would not have been able to conduct any
racing with the COVID border restrictions with
Victoria, that continue to hamper not only
racing in our area, but life in general.    

The Matthews Petroleum Mount Gambier
Pacing Gold Cup was the highlight of our
season, held on Saturday 13th of March 2021.
The cup was won by Highway to Heaven,
trained by Marg Lee and driven by son Jason
Lee. Congratulations to all the connections.
We had a fantastic crowd that evening and 
 the club received great feedback from the
industry and the general public.

The continued support from our major
sponsor, Matthews Petroleum is very much
appreciated and we welcome their
participation and involvement in our Club and
to harness racing in the South East region.
Our Club and Regular sponsors form a
valuable part of our club for which we are very
grateful.     

The Club again had a busy season – Some
fundraisers included the major ‘beer” raffle,
pre-Christmas functions, sponsors dinner,
Cup Calcutta and marquees. The end of
season Trophy Presentation and Wind-up has
been brought into line with the new racing
season, so our Presentations will be held early
in the new year after the December 31st
completion.  

The main racing track provided a good racing
surface. Thanks to the track curators and
volunteers for your equipment, advice and
support during the season. The club invested
more money on product and groundworks
than it ever has before to create a safe and
consistent track for racing and training.   

To the Club’s volunteers – many thanks for
your continued contribution throughout the
season – on race days, at trials, working bees,
etc etc, – your contribution is very much
appreciated – many thanks. 

The involvement of the Pony Harness Club
continues to be a feature at our race meetings
– many thanks for your involvement. The
Border Watch, Lifestyle and 5GTR FM  - thank
you for your coverage of our sport.

Racing will re commence on the 5th of
November 2021. We have been advised that
there will be 17 meetings over the 7 months,
including Friday nights, which we are excited to
see crowds back at the trots, and a standalone
cup meeting on Saturday 2nd April 2022.   
   

I would like to thank retiring Committee
Member Bill Jacob for his contribution to the
Committee. And thank Steven Fennell for his
time on the committee as well. 

To Ross Neal, David Thuen and HRSA, thank
you for continuing to look outside the square
and keep racing in our area running through
these COVID times.

In closing I would personally like to thank all
involved that has helped me throughout my
first year as President. It has been quite a
challenge with COVID as trying to plan anything
in the past 18 months has been near
impossible let alone a racing season.    

Simon Phillips - President MGHRC
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Port Pirie Harness Racing Club were lucky to race this season in conjunction with
Mount Gambier which proved to be rather successful under the circumstances. We
were lucky to have a financially successful season due to our very loyal band of
volunteers and good foresight of previous committees who secured a long term lease
on land owned by the club.
 I would like to sincerely thank all trainers, drivers and owners who supported the club
throughout the year. 
This season has seen the return of Friday night racing which I feel will be better for
visiting trainer’s drivers and patrons alike. Port Pirie Club would like to welcome 2 new
committee members this year and we can see that they are very dedicated to harness
racing already as they are working very hard promoting our sport in our region. I would
like to announce that one of our new members has secured a substantial sponsorship
for participants which will be released in full shortly, also there has been many more
sponsorships gained by other members working extremely hard to obtain the best
deal for our participants. We look to welcoming everyone to Port Pirie this year.

Mick Darling
President PPHRC

Port Pirie Harness Racing Club
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Strathalbyn Harness Racing Club

Allocated only one meeting this past season has put the club under some financial strain. All the
racing codes for that matter are struggling, especially our code and our committee has tended
to strategize toward our long-term business plan, making full use of our unused assets and
securing long term tenants to financially keep the club secure.

 A major priority not only for the present but the future. Focusing on multi use of the complex
has seen the unused Greyhound complex now being leased with an option to purchase.
Continued upkeep of the track and surrounds and high Council rates add to our diminishing
bank account. 

Trevor Morgan has returned as secretary, with many decades of experience as a secretary in all
the racing codes.  His wealth of knowledge ensures the club is in good hands. 

Max Beasley - President SHRC
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Victor Harbor Harness Racing Club

This last year as we all know has been
difficult and unpredictable with everyone
being affected by the Covid 19 pandemic.
The Victor Harbor Harness Racing Club
was only allocated 2 meetings for the
20/21 season with the first programmed to
take place on Monday December 28th
2020 and Sunday April 4th 2021.
 
Approximately one month prior to the first
meeting South Australia went into
lockdown and whilst we were reluctant to
forfeit the race meeting, we realized with
all the restrictions and Covid requirements
the risk to our club was too great to
proceed. It should also be noted that at
the time we did not believe we had the
personnel on the ground to enact all the
tasks for Covid compliance.

The Easter Sunday meeting was
highlighted by the Skyvalley Alderbaran
Park VH Trotters Cup and the Amos Vac
VH Pacing Cup. 

The Trotters Cup was won by the five year
old mare Kitsilano trained by Greg Rogers
at Buchfelde and driven by his son Ken.
After galloping during 3 of her previous 4
starts she put it all together and trotted to
the lead and always looked in control. This
was her eighth start for the year and her
first win taking her stakes to over $70000.
It was also her 15th win from 37 starts.

The Amos Vac VH Pacing Cup was won by
Regal Scribe trained by Lance Holberton at
Globe Derby Park and driven by leading
driver Danielle Hill. The five year old
gelding led all the way and was perfectly
rated in front. 

Ironically this was his seventh start and first
win for the season with his stake money
currently at $67000 with 15 wins from 33
starts.  Lance Holberton unfortunately
wasn’t able to be on course for the Cup as
he had a medical issue the day before and
was in hospital recuperating.

Aaron Bain from Buchfelde had a great day
bringing down three horses who all saluted.
Meziah driven by Wayne Hill won the
Middleton Tavern Trotters handicap
followed by Brantley driven by Ryan
Hryhorec the Nic Signs pace. His third
winner was Arco driven by Danielle Hill who
impressively sat outside the leader all the
way in the Des’s Cabs Cup.

I managed to interview Aaron after Arco’s
win and he was a most engaging participant
telling us all that he has many horses
spread around Australia in a number of
states. He manages quite a few syndicates
that have up to a hundred members. Arco is
owned by the Ladies Club Syndicate with
about 20 of those on track for the
presentation.

Given the current situation in Harness
Racing in South Australia boy do we need
some reinvigoration, someone like Aaron
with his drive, ambition and success can
only help improve our situation in the long
term. 
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Victor Harbor Harness Racing Club cont..

The recent audit submitted at our AGM
showed that our club is still in a good position
financially. The investment through Brad
Butler of Butler and Butler has done
particularly well given how the economy was
affected by the pandemic. 

A few maintenance issues had to be attended
to this year including building a new back
straight stewards tower, pumping out the 12
thousand litre septic tank, replacing the pump
in the tank and also replacing two solenoids
on the recycled water system. Another cost
incurred was to install a hot water heater in
the bar. Recently our administration building
and outside toilets were painted. 

The highlight for our club was the recent
construction and completion of 4 on track
stables. As an added security provision
cameras were installed facing north and south.
These cameras are in colour and record 24/7
with permanent night vision. This project was
undertaken in the hope we can attract some
more horses to our club and add to the pool of
horses for the industry. 
With a small number of horses training on our
track currently there is room for more and you
won’t get knocked down in the rush! 

A great track, good facilities and a progressive
club what more do you want? 

Anyone for a sea change?

LYNTON BISHOP - President VHHRC
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Harness Racing is still alive in South Australia’s Yorke Peninsula. 

Even though the popular track attended by thousands of visitors every meeting has sadly
gone, a loyal group of owners, trainers and drivers still travel all over the State every week to
compete and support this sport we all love. 

The YPHRC has done an excellent job in marketing local participants to a broader audience
with regular newspaper articles and media, championing our participants and keeping alive
the strong following of Harness Racing in the region. 

An amazing effort when track closures in other areas have shown a dramatic, sometimes
complete loss of participation and support. 

The impact Yorke Peninsula participants and supporters reach far beyond just the local area
by volunteering on other club committees and State advisory committees helping to steer
and grow this great support beyond the local area. 

While the little track may have gone, the Yorke Peninsula is still playing a major part in
awareness, ownership, breeding, training and driving in this State.

TODD MUMFORD - President YPHRC

Yorke Peninsula Harness Racing Club
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SA Country Harness Racing
Clubs Association 

 In what has been an extremely challenging
period for harness racing in SA, the country
clubs in our state have remained a strong
group.
 
 Indeed, financially, SA’s country clubs are in
good shape. It is only some of the things
outside our direct control that continue to
trouble us. Lack of dates and sometimes a lack
of support from HRSA retards the ability of
country clubs to progress and remain relevant
in our communities.
 
 The role of this association is to go in to bat for
our member clubs and now, more than ever,
our biggest country clubs in Mount Gambier
and Port Pirie need us.
 
 SACHRCA has taken a  leading stance in the
industry of recent times. It was this association
which pulled SA Harness Racing Club, Harness
Racing SA directors and SACHRCA together at
the same table for the first time in recent years.
 
The result of that was a number of HRSA Ltd.
Shareholder meetings which gave club
representatives a level of interaction and
transparency we have not seen before. While
the picture is still not rosy, the information
gives clubs a basis on which to make their
representations to HRSA and allows us to look
for different ways to improve and grow as
harness racing clubs.

 

 With a new CEO and a number of new
directors at HRSA, there will hopefully be fresh
vigour at board level which will result in new
strategies taken and new opportunities found
to improve the fortunes of our great sport.
 
 I have no doubt that our country clubs will be
at the forefront of any hard work required to
make it happen. I am proud of the continued
dedication, passion and hours that country
club committees put in to provide the facilities
for participants to race at, despite the
adversities often presented to them.
 
 Finally, our association will need to continue
to be strong and support each other
throughout the coming year as it is the only
way country clubs – and the industry as a
whole – can get better and thrive.
 
 Phil Wood,
 SACHRCA President
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